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ABSTRACT OF THESIS
PARENTAL CHILD ABDUCTION: PRACTICE GUIDELINES
FOR SOCIAL WORKERS
PROGRAM DESIGN
KIM MARIE CAROL WALKER
APRTL 11, 1994
Parental child abduction is a social problem that has an impact on a growing
number of families. lt is now likely that social workers will encounter families
affected by parental child abduction at some point during the course of their
practice. To best serve these families, social workers need to be
knowledgeable about parental child abduction and about strategies available to
respond to the myriad of related issues. For this thesis, a survey was conducted
of thirty-one missing children's agencies across the United States in order to
identify agency perceptions of social workers' knowledge about parental child
abduction, and social worker interventions before, during, and after abduction
occurs. Eleven agencies (a 350/o return rate) elected to participate. Survey
results indicate that social workers are perceived as uninformed about parental
child abduction issues and as having important, varying roles to play. The
f indings are presented here as practice guidelines.
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lntroduction
S,tatement of the. Problem
One of the emerging child welfare issues is abduction of children by their
parents. Parental child abduction or parentat kidnapping, refers to the taking,
concealment, or abduction of a child or children by one parent from another. lt
is a growing family problem in America (Agopian, 1980; Finkelhor, Hotaling, &
Sedlak, 1991).
Parental child abduction affects children from all ethnic/racial, social and
economic groups (Abrahms, 1983; Russell, 1984). Male and female children
are equally Iikely to be abducted (Agopian, 1980). Estimates of children taken
or kept from one parent by the other range from 25,000 to 100,000 yearly
(Agopian, 1980). Other studies indicate even higher numbers - 850,000 per
year (Finkelhor et al., 1991) or 459,000 to 751 ,000 per year (Gelles, 1gB4).
Actual numbers are difficult to pinpoint because like other family problems,
many parental child abductions are never reported to the police (Noble &
Palmer, 1984). ln addition, many cases occur among unmarried couples and
would not show up in these same statistics (Schetky & Haller, 1983). There are,
for example, no statistics on parental abductions among gay and Iesbian
co uples.
Duration of parental child abductions varies. The majority of cases are
short-term episodes that are quickly resolved. Episodes that involve children
being held longer than a week or removal from the home state or even the
country are less frequent (Finkelhor et al., 1gg1).
Due to global shrinking, parental child abduction is a problem that also
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crosses the continents. More than 2,20A children were reported to the U.S.
State Department as abducted out of the country by a parent between 1g7g and
1986. The total may actually be as high as 10,000 missing children for that
period when unreported cases are included (Hegar, 1990). Children abducted
out of the country are recovered less frequently than those who remain in the
United States (Hegar & Greif, 1991b). Although the Hague Canvention on the
Civil Aspecfs of lnternational Child Abductions calls for children to be returned
to their preabduction country of residence whether or not a custody order is in
effect, enforcement is hindered by the fact that not all countries have taken the
measures necessary to execute it. Currently 30 nations are members. The
United States became a member on July 1, 19BB (Missing Children Minnesota,
1 993- 1 994).
Attention to the problem of abduction of children by their parents dates
back to the late 1970's and early 1980's (Agopian, 1984) and has been
associated with the rising divorce rate, and changing custody patterns
(Agopian, 1980; Abrahms,19B3; Finkelhor et al., 1991 ; Furstenberg, Nord,
Peterson, & Zill, 1983; Senior, Gladstone, & Nurcombe, 1gB2). prior to that time
period, parental kidnapping was not considered a social problem, primarily
because it was not illegal in most states. Parents, from whom the children were
taken, did not even think of themselves as victims of a crime (Sagatun & Barrett,
1 9e0).
Purpose pf the Study
Unlike other family issues of the 1970's and 1980's such as family
violence and child sexual abuse, the topic of parental child abduction was not
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widely publicized and discussed, but gained more recent attention in the late
1980's and early 1990's (Forehand, Long, Zogg, & Parrish, 1989; Hegar & Greif,
1 991a).
After an extensive literature search, it appears that parental child
abduction was first addressed in the social work field by social work professor
Dorinda Noble, collaborating with sociologist C. Eddie Palmer, in 1984. lt also
appears that it was not addressed again by social workers until l gBB when
social work professor Geoffrey Greif, in collaboration with M. S. Pabst, wrote
about the impact that loss of custody has on mothers. Since 1990, Greif has
collaborated with another social work professor, Flebecca Hegar, on several
professional articles specific to parental child abduction issues (Greif & Hegar,
1990, 1991 , 1992; Hegar and Greif, 1991 a, 1991b). Flebecca Hegar has written
about parental child abduction independently as well (1990). Beverly Shipton,
a school social worker, also made a social work contribution to the parental
child abduction literature in '1992.
Significance for Practice
Hegar & Greif, noted in one article that, "ln most Western countries, the
social work profession is involved deeply in cases of family disruption and child
custody, yet the social work literature has failed to consider the abduction by
parents" (1991b,p.354). Consequently, social workers in their varying roles
with families and children, may not be familiar with the problem of parental child
abduction and may not have adequate strategies to effectively deal with it.
ln a 1988 survey, 65 left-behind parents were asked how others
responded to them when they expressed fear or described threats of a parental
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abduction prior to the actual abduction. They reported social service agencies
as not helpful to them 600/o of the time. Overall, from professionals usually seen
as pertinent helping agents, parents also reported an inadequacy of
understanding and productive responses concerning parental child abduction
(Janvier, McCormick, & Donaldson, 1gg0).
Overview of the Study
ln summary, social workers who work with families are now likely to
encounter parental child abduction issues at some point during their practice.
Through a comprehensive literature review and a survey of missing children's
organizations in the United States, this thesis sets out to identify the impact that
parental child abduction has on families, explore varying social worker
interventions, and develop guidelines for practice. A comprehensive literature
review will be presented first. The survey findings will then be presented,
followed by practice guidelines generated from the Iiterature review and the
survey. lt is hoped that this research will assist social workers when working
with parental abduction issues, both in direct family practice and in policy
formation. At the same time, it is hoped that this research will contribute to the
social work literature.
Research Questions
The primary question to be researched is: what social work interventions
are important to be aware of when working with parental child abduction
issues? The following questions will also be addressed: what is the scope of
the problem of parental child abductions?, and what impact does parental child
abduction have on families?
SECTION TWO
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Literature Review
ln order to locate existing empirical research that addresses parental child
abduction and social worker interventions related to it, an extensive on-line,
data base search was conducted at the Augsburg Sverdrup Library. The
National Criminal Justice Fleference Service (NGJRS) was also contacted for a
data base search (1-800-851-3420). ln addition, reference lists by other
scholars were utilized. Key words for the search were abduction, kidnapping,
parental abduction, parental child abduction, family kidnapping, missing
children, abducted children, family violence, divorce, custody, and mediation.
Overview of Parental Child Abduction
Reasons for Abduction
Divorce.
Statistics show that the developmental process of families today often
includes divorce. ln 1988, the divorce rate in the United States was 4.8 per
1,000 persons in the total population (Eshleman, 1991). Nearly two out of every
five, or one-third of white children and almost three-fifths of black children in the
United States experience some form of family disruption by their middle teens.
Ninety percent of those disruptions are due to divorce. One out of ten children
will experience three or more family disruptlons - usually the break-up of their
parents' relationship, before reaching age eighteen (Furstenberg et al., 1983).
Children typically view the end of their parents' marriage as the most distressing
event in their lives (Westman & Cline, 1971 ; Weiss, 1976; Rasmusen & Ferraro,
1979; as cited by Agopian, 1984).
Parental Child Abduction
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Custody i$sues.
Divorce is not just an outcome, but a process (Kitson, Babri, & Roach,
1gB5). lt is estimated that of all divorces with children, fifteen percent or
150,000 each year, involve custody or visitation battles (U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services, 1986 as cited by Finkelhor et al., 1991). Agopian
(1980) notes that where children are concerned, divorce does not end the
relationship. Child custody is often the final battle.
The shift in how custody is awarded appears to have had a tremendous
impact on the increase in parental child abductions. With changing social and
legal attitudes, custody is no longer automatically awarded to mothers. Women
employed outside of the home are no longer in privileged positions to care for
children (Noble & Palmer, 1984; Finkelhor et al., 1991). Because wornen have
been socialized to be mothers, a woman who does not get custody may feel like
she's been fired from her most important job (Noble & Palmer, 1984).
Fathers now often have a greater emotional involvement in raising
children and no longer will accept situations where they have Iess access to
their children than they would prefer (Noble & Palmer, 1984; Finkelhor et al.,
1991). Between 1970 and 1980, single fatherhood increased 32o/a in America,
with close to one million children under age eighteen living with their male
parent (Agopian, 1 980).
When parents don't get custody, or fear it will be awarded to their former
partner, they may have a strong motivation to take their child and flee (Abrahms,
1983; Agopian,1980; Sagatun & Barrett, 1990; Finkelhor et al., 1gg1).
Agopian's (1980) review of 91 parental child abduction cases screened for
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criminal prosecution in Los Angeles, California found that a desire to maintain a
relationship with the child was one of two primary objectives for the abduction.
The other abduction objective was to influence a reconciliation with the other
parent. Estimates are that for every twenty-two divorces, one abduction takes
place (Abrahms, 1983).
Other. reaso ns.
Besides custody issues, there are a number of other reasons parents give
for taking a child (Agopian, 1980). Some state they fear or have knowledge of
physical or sexual abuse on the part of the other parent. ln an exploratory study
addressing demographic characteristics of 371 families who sought help from
missing children's organizations during their child's abduction, Hegar & Greif
(1991a, 1991b) found, through a mail survey, that one of the rnost common
reasons parents abduct is retaliation against their former partner or a desire to
cause emotional pain (77o/o). Sagatun & Barrett (1990) noted in a clinical case
study that parental child abduction may result after a parent has undergone a
psychological merging with their child and cannot bear the ldea of separation.
lnternational abductions may occur due to non-custodial parents'desire to bring
children up in their culture (Hegar & Greif, 1991b). The parental child abduction
also may be an attempt by the abductor to stop the divorce action or to bring
about a reconciliation (Abrahms, 1983; Agopian, 1984). Finally, abductions
may occur when a parent plans to relocate and cannot bear the thought of
being separated from their chitd (Shipton, 1gg2).
Legal Aspects
Although taking or keeping a child from a parent who has legal custody is
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a crime under the Parental Kidnapping Prevention Act of 1980, that allows for
the FBI to become Involved in some searches, it is a crime that is rarely
punished. District attorneys call the cases "unappetizing" and are reluctant to
prosecute (Ward, 1988). Besides a hesitation to put a child's parent behind
bars, part of the reluctance may stem from the traditional idea that families will
work out their problems in their own way. Others may have the attitude that
because the child is with a parent, the experience is not harmful.
Abuse
Children of battered women comprise the group highest at risk for
parental abductions (Flussell, 1984). Many women's shelters help women who
kidnap their children and flee to protect themselves and children from abuse
(Hegar & Greif, 1991a). Hegar & Greif note that more than half (84%) of the
families in which parental abduction occurs are often marked by marital
violence. Physical abuse of children has also been cited as a component in
parental child abductions (Abrahms, 19S3). Although rnothers can be the
abuser, studies show that fathers are more likely than mothers to physically
abuse their children. Statistics show that fathers (71o/a) are also twice as likely
as mothers (29%) to abduct their children (Agopian, 1980; Gelles, 1gB4;
Finkelhor et al., 1991).
Psycho-Social Effecjs of Abduction
Even when physical abuse is not a factor, children suffer emotionally
when kidnapped by a parent. Since most abductions occur around the time of a
parent's separation or divorce, children are often still processing feelings that
can include sadness, anger, loyalty conflicts over the breakup, fear, or
Parental Child Abduction
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helplessness (Despret, 1962; Kurdek, lgBS; as cited by Agopian, 1gS4).
Agopian says children suffer at three points: when the marriage is dissolved,
when the abduction occurs, and if years pass, at the time of return to the
guardian parent. lt is an especially difficult reunion when the child cannot even
remember that parent.
Shipton (1992) noted a "commonality and difference in thinking" between
children who had experienced divorce and those who had also experienced
abduction by their parent. For her exploratory study, Shipton used a
questionnaire instrument during personal interviews with twelve children and
their custodial parent following the abduction experience. Her sample
population was obtained through missing children's agencies in Canada and
the United States. Based on the children's responses and evidenced by their
defense mechanisms, the abducted children appeared to have adopted a "more
rigid self-protective shell" (p. 87).
Without a stable home it is difficult for children to maintain their sense of
identity. Abducted children feel anxious, betrayed, cheated and frightened.
Many believe that they are at fault somehow (Abrahms, 1983). Not only do they
have to cope with the shock of the kidnapping, but also with the sudden removal
from siblings, playmates, favorite toys, pets, their familiar environment and even
their other parent without a chance to say good-bye (Senior et al., 1g8Z).
Medical care and education may be neglected due to the abductor's fear of
being found or simply from living a nomadic existence (Abrahms, lgBS).
The abductor, in an effort to excuse his or her behavior, or to make a child
more cooperative, will often tell Iies about the other parent (Abrahms, 1gB3;
Parental Child Abduction
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Senior et al., 1982). "Mommy has a new family now," or oDaddy died" are
common explanations. So not only is the child attempting to deal with the shock
of the kidnapping and an abrupt adaptation to a new environment, but he or she
is also suffering from the loss of a parent and family. Many cannot openly
grieve in front of the abductor. Sagatun and Barrett (1990) refer to parental
child abduction as a new form of child abuse.
Taubman (1986) views parental child abduction as a form of psychosocial
violence. That is due to the abducting parent's often disregard of the child's
own experience of self and reality. The result can be damage or impairment to
the child's sense of autonomy, identity, reality, self-esteem, and other basic
human needs.
Clinical observations of children following return are minimal in
professional literaturei the three found are psychiatric case reports of children
referred as patients. Schetky and Haller (1983) based their analysis on four
children; Senior, Gladstone, and Nurcombe (1982) reported on a single case;
and Terr (1983) observed eighteen children. All argue that being kidnapped by
a parent can produce severe emotional disturbances.
Some of the children they observed exhibited signs of depression,
anxiety, fearfulness, denial, regression and placating behaviors (Schetky &
Haller, 1983), sleep difficulties, loss of appetite, Iabile mood, aggression toward
playmates, and psychotic-like features (Senior et al., 1S82). Terr (1ggg)
observed post-traumatic response syndrome, mental indoctrination, grief or
rage about an absent parent, rejection of the offending parent and exaggerated
identification with a parent.
Parental Child Abduction
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ln interviews with families after the child's return, popular literature reports
that some children had difficulty differentiating between truth and lies after being
forced to keep even their true name a secret, experienced resentment toward
parents, weak peer relationships, distrust of relatives and authority figures, and
fear of personal attachments (Abrahms, 1983; Davidson, 1981; Pereira &
Robertson, 1983; and Winokur, 1980). Children abducted to other countries
often experienced culture shock upon their return (Abrahms, l gBA).
Findings differ on whether length of abduction contributes to the severity
of effects that children experience. ln a descriptive study of five children missing
f rom between six months to three and a-half years, Agopian (1984) concluded
that the after effects of the abduction were more profound with longer absences.
It is unclear how representative these cases were however. The study does not
report how the children and their custodial parents were selected or who
conducted the interviews.
Using standardized assessment instruments, a randomly selected sample
of abducted children (seventeen families who had worked with a missing
children's organization), and quantitative data analysis procedures, a
systematic study was undertaken to explore the adjustment of parent-abducted
children after return to their homes, as well as the coping style and
psychological adjustment of the parent from whom the child was taken
(Forehand et a|.,1989). Findings indicated that although children demonstrated
an increase in negative behaviors immediately after they returned home, in
most cases the behaviors were limited in terms of overall severity and longevity.
The findings were based on parental recall of children's behavior prior to the
Parental Child Abduction
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abduction, during the first month after return and observations of their children's
current functioning. Hegar & Greif (1991a) note that it is difficult to determine
the long term effects of parental child abduction because longitudinal studies
are lacklng at this point.
lmpact on the Farnily System
Parental child abduction does not just impact the abducted child; the
whole family system suffers. Case reports reveal the abductor may experience
fear, anxiety, and guilt. Both the parent and siblings from whom the child was
taken often suffer from depression (Senior et al., 1982). Left-behind siblings
may wonder why they weren't taken. Left-behind parents are always "looking"
which leads to "debilitating hopelessness and impotence in custodial parents"
(Agopian & Anderson, 1982, p. 3). This constant vigil puts a strain on second
marriages or new relationships (Abrahms, 1983). Of the 371 parents who
responded to Greif & Hegar's (1991) questionnaire, the most frequently
reported post-abduction reactions were: loss {840/o}, rage (TTo/o), sleeplessness
or nightmares (75a/a), loneliness (6BYo), fearfulness (57o/a), toss of appetite
(510/o), severe depression (490/o), and guilt (49o/o). The literature does not
address the effects on grandparents or other close family members and friends,
but they, most Iikely, suffer too.
The Soqial Worker's Role
Parental child Abduction as a child werfare rssue
Social workers should view parental child abduction as a circular rather
than a linear problem, and remember that inflexibility is a factor in dysfunctional
families. Changing circumstances are difficult for these families to cope with
Parental Child Abduction
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(Nichols & Schwartz, 1991). More important, parental child abduction should
be viewed as a child welfare issue. Pecora, Whittaker, and Maluccio (1992)
define child welfare as "those areas of social service designed to improve
opportunities for optimal child development, buttress family functioning, and
remediate dysfunction in personal behavior or social situations" (p. xiii). The
literature does offer some practice suggestions for social workers to address all
three child welfare areas when working with families who are at risk or have
experienced parental child abduction.
Prevention
Since the best interest of the child can only be served by preventing the
abduction entirely, the most important approach is a proactive one. At the time
of divorce, parents should be directed to counseling or educational self-help
groups to work out their issues. Participation in either of those may reduce the
complex dependency on their children for getting self-esteem needs met
(Shipton, 1992).
Noble and Palmer (1984) suggest that social workers may want to
recommend that separating parents get court orders defining custody and
visitation. Social workers may need to assist custodial parents in obtaining
court-ordered supervision if there are signs of an impending abduction, such as
a non-custodial parent who resigns from work, appears bitter, is non-compliant
with visitation conditions, or makes threats to take the child or children. Parents
need to be educated about the effects that parental child abduction has on
children and the whole family system. ln addition, social workers need to
farniliarize themselves and their clients with laws related to parenta! abduction.
Parental Child Abduction
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(Also see Appendix A.)
Acting as mediators, social workers can explore, with parents, options
such as joint custody, in an effort to reduce some of the frustrations that lead to
parental child abductions. California's mandatory mediation in custody cases
directs parents to consider custody as an issue entirely separate from the
divorce (Bentch, 1986). Although the parents' relationship with each other may
be over, it is emphasized that each parent's relationship with his or her child will
be ongoing. The focus is on the child. Through mediation, an empowerment
strategy that is a natural part of the social work profession (Kilpatrick & Zang,
1993; Parsons, 1991), clients learn to identify needs, interests, and solutions
and present them with the goal of coming to a mutually acceptable agreement
(Eshleman,l 991).
Mediators should be aware that the idea of a person being entitled to a
divorce because he or she wants it is not a norm throughout the world.
Differences of culture and tradition may affect the parties' decisions, even when
it appears that acculturation to American values and behavior is nearly
achieved (Meierding, 1992). To allow for cultural and religious variations, a
flexible process should be used (Kilpatrick & Zang, 1993; Meierding, 1gg2).
Wherever possible, the entire family should be included in at least part of
the mediation. There are two primary reasons. ln some cases, other family
members such as grandparents, aunts, uncles, siblings, or step parents become
involved in parental abductions (Finkelhor et al., 1991). lncluding them in the
mediation may help to resolve any issues they have with either parent and
reduce their willingness to participate if an abduction occurs. Secondly, it is
Parental Child Abduction
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useful to use a broad scope definition of family. African-American disrupted
families, for instance, remain close to their extended families (Kitson, et al.,
1985). Grandmothers play a number of important roles in the African-American
family (Timberlake & Chipungu, 1992); including them in the process would be
essential. lf the social worker is unable to provide the mediation, referral to a
mediation agency is another alternative.
From a social situational model, other useful prevention interventions
include teaching the parent(s) such tools as anger control training and
relaxation training (Pecora, Whittaker, & Maluccio, 1992). Preventive measures
should also include encouraging parents to keep recent, close-up photographs
of their children, and to have law enforcement agents fingerprint them (Hegar &
Greif , 1991 b; Nobel & Palmer, 1gB4).
Working with_Left-behind Families
If an abduction occurs, the social workers can guide parents from whom
children have been wrongfully taken, also referred to as left-behind parents, to
expedite the return of their child(ren) by contacting local law enforcement,
missing children's agencies, relatives and or significant friends or persons, and
by hiring detectives (Hegar & Greif, 1991a). ln a study mentioned previously,
Forehand et al- (1989) found that parents who used problem-focused coping, or
attempts to change the source of stress, were best able to handle stress while
their children were missing.
While helping parents and family members prepare for reunification,
systemic concerns involving the responses of important others must be
addressed so that some resolution has begun and a healing process can
fli.rgrihurg {}m$flwgm Luhranp
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proceed when the child is returned (Greif & Hegar, 1991). Systemic concerns
may include the family system itself , as well as responses from schools, law
enforcement, and child protection. Social workers can act as advocates for
parents while children are rnissing, including fathers who are dealing with
systems that prefer maternal custody and often assume he is a danger to his
child (Hegar & Greif, 1991a).
Post-Abduction Social Work Roles
After a child is returned home, counseling should be available for the child
(Terr, 1983) and the whole family system (Greif & Hegar, 1991 ; Shipton, 1gg2).
Social workers can help empower family members to find their identity with a
focus on options and freedom of choice within their environment. When abuse
is suspected, social workers may become involved in evaluating children and in
making recornmendations about custody and visitation (Hegar & Greif, 1gg1b).
Social workers can work with the abducted child, to explore and resolve
grief and loss issues (Hegar A Greif, 1991b). ln a case study, play therapy was
noted as a useful tool for working with a young child after his return (Senior, et
al., 1982). Social workers can help the child define a relationship with the
abductor. They can also discuss with parents the importance of allowing the
child to verbalize feelings related to the abduction. Abrahms (1983) found
parents often reluctant to discuss the abduction in an effort to "protect" their
children.
Social workers can also help the child to regain confidence lost, when
deprived of personal control while abducted, by teaching the child how to react
in future situations. That may be done through role play (Hegar & Grief, 1gg1a).
Parental Child Abduction
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Since some children have difficulty keeping up In school following their return
(Abrahms, 1983), another important area of focus is the child's reintegration into
school.
Social workers can assist parents too. Parents will need an opportunity to
verbalize their anger, frustration, and depression about the kidnapping (Greif &
Hegar, 1991), and express anxiety related to their child's present condition as
well as fears of future abductions (Senior, et al., 1982). Parents may need the
social worker's assistance to recognize patterns of victimization in the
relationship and work on developing new approaches (Greif & Hegar, 1gg1).
That may include how to deal with threats of abduction from the other parent.
Educating parents on technologies such as l.D, folders for their child will help
reduce feelings of victimization.
Macro-Level Approaches to the problem
On a macro-level, social workers should advocate for children and
families by supporting the Iegal and social changes that will reduce the trauma
of parental abductions (Noble & Palmer, 1984). Child mental health workers
can help the courts to understand the child's point of view by testifying on the
child's behalf or by interpreting the child's behavior to the judge (Terr, 1gB3).
Practitioners who observe the impact that abduction has on families are in a
significant position to furnish crucial testimony in parental abduction cases.
Fleports of a family's circumstance can aide in persuading lawmakers of the
need for additional legal changes (Greif & Hegar, 1991). ln addition, social
workers need to work for full implementation of the Hague Convention through
national and international professiona! associations (Hegar & Greif, 1gg1b).
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Summary of Literature Review
Additional studies need to be done on the effects of parental abduction on
children and their families. As noted earlier, longitudinal studies are lacking.
Beyond that, more interviews with the children themselves are needed. Parents
and professionals can observe behaviors, but only the child can really express
the personal impact of being abducted by one's own parent. ln addition,
parents still processing their own feelings about the abduction may have biased
views about abduction affects on their children. Variables such as the age of
the child, circumstance of the abduction, length of absence, physical or sexual
abuse, etc., need to be carefully considered when conclusions are drawn about
the abduction effects. Systematic research regarding parental abduction is also
lacking, possibly due to factors such as unwillingness of parents to participate
once children are returned (Hegar & Greif, 1991 a), and the cost of locating
adequate numbers of parents involved (Gelles, 1gB4).
The literature review begins to address the research questions, what is
the scope of the problem of parental child abduction?, and what impact does
parental child abduction have on families? lt illustrates that parental child
abduction is an important social problem that impacts children and their entire
family system in numerous ways. The literature also shows that there are
strategies available for social workers to utilize when addressing parental child
abduction issues. lt appears that social workers familiar with parental child
abduction and those strategies, have an opportunity to make a positive impact
both in their contacts with families and with policy makers.
SECTION THREE
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l\I ethodology
Researc h Desion
As part of the endeavor to address the research question: what social
work interventions are important when working with parental child abduction
issues?, an exploratory study was designed. Both qualitative and quantitative
information was gathered through a self-administered, mail survey
questionnaire instrument sent to agencies serving children and families who
have experienced parental child abduction. Missing children's agencies were
selected due to their expertise on parental child abduction issues and close
involvement with families and other professional groups. Prior to the initiation of
this study, approval was given to proceed by the lnstitutional Fleview Board of
Augsburg college. (Project number 94-s-1 . see Appendix B.)
Subiect Selection
The sampling frame for this study was from a list of nonprofit missing
children's agencies within the United States, Canada, and Europe generated
by the National Center for Missing & Exploited Children (October, lgg3). The
list was obtained from Missing Children Minnesota through a telephone contact.
From that list, a non-random sample was purposively selected. Due to
Iimitations of time and money, it was decided that only agencies within the
continental United States, and those that had addresses listed with their phone
numbers would be used. ln addition, several agencies had more than one
location. Of those, the agency headquarters was selected. This resulted in a
total sample of thirty-one agencies, Iocated in a total of 20 states. Large states,
such as California, had a number of separate agencies operating within its
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borders. Thirty-one agencies appeared to be an adequate number for the
purposes of this exploratory study.
The sample then consisted of individuals identified on the list as agency
contacts. ln the majority of cases, this person's title was agency President or
Executive Director. lt was decided not to include additional surveys for other
agency staff for several reasons. First of all, it would have been difficult to
estimate the number of surveys to include, and a large packet of surveys may
have appeared overwhelming for agencies who operate primarily on volunteer
efforts. ln addition, it was assumed that a response from one agency person,
especially the individual in charge, would probably be reflective of the agency's
viewpoint of the questions asked. (Also see Limitations of the Study.)
lnstrument Design
The survey questionnaire instrument was not pretested due to limited time
to complete the study. lt contained a Likert scale and fill-in-the-blank, choice-
based, and open-ended questions (Appendix C). The instrument was designed
to add to what was already identified in the literature review as social worker
interventions in parental child abduction issues. Agency staff variables are
explored through questions one and two which ask about the respondent's
educational background and whether or not the agency currenily employs
social workers. Professionals most and least helpful to parents with parental
child abduction issues are identified in questions three and four. How well-
informed social workers are about parental child abduction issues is addressed
in question five. lf social workers have roles to play with families in preventing
abductions, during abductions, and after children are returned is addressed in
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questions six, seven, eight, and nine. As part of the exploratory nature of the
survey, space was provided for respondents to comment on why or why not they
believe social workers have roles to play in parental child abductions and for
general comments to allow them to identify any unanticipated variables.
The questionnaires were accompanied by a Ietter (Appendix D)
explaining the purpose of the survey, and a self-addressed, stamped envelope.
Flespondents were also provided with a fax number as an option for return. The
questionnaire and accompanying Ietter were mailed out on January 15, 1994.
Respondents were asked to complete their survey and return it by January 51,
1 994.
Protec n of Human ubiects
Measures were taken to protect the respondents as required by research
ethics. The letter accompanying the questionnaire stated that participation in
the survey was entirely voluntary, and if they chose to participate they would not
be identified by name or agency. lt also stated that if respondents chose to use
the fax as the route of return, the confidentiality of their answers could not be
assured. None chose to return their surveys this way. Although the
questionnaires were coded 1 through 31 in order for this researcher to track the
returns, the agency location (state) is not identified in the findings, as a measure
of protection. lt was also decided not to include the respondent's profession
due to some possible identifying factors.
Analysis
Questionnaires were returned from January 19, 1994, through February
25,1994 resulting in a total of 11 responses, or a 350/o return rate, from I states.
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No survey envelopes were returned as undeliverable. Neither follow-up phone
calls or letters were done, due to time and money constraints. Although Rubin
and Babbie (1989) state that "a response rate of at least 500/o is usually
adequate for analysis and reporting" (p.320), this response rate was
considered adequate, again, due to the time constraints, and also due to the
exploratory nature of the study. Returned questionnaires were viewed by this
researcher only, and will be dlscarded after July 1, 1994.
Survey responses included quantitative and qualitative data. All available
data were analyzed to identify recurring patterns and themes. Findings are
summarized in narrative form and illustrated with tables in the next section.
SECTION FOUR
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Findings
Eleven of the thirty-one agencies surveyed elected to respond, resulting in
a 350/o return rate. Not all of the surveys returned had every question answered,
and some of the open-ended questions received more than one answer from
each individual. Answers were categorized wherever it appeared that the
original intent would not be compromised. Three of the eleven individuals who
responded did not complete any part of their surveys because their agency
works with stranger abductions or runaways only. They will be included as "no
responses" for each category. Findings will be presented according to
questions asked. (See Appendix C.)
Question one of the survey asked respondents to identify their educational
background. Four respondents identified their specific degree, two of those had
backgrounds in human service professions, although none were social workers.
Due to possible identifying factors, the degrees and professional backgrounds
will not be reported. Three respondents reported the amount of education they
had achieved, all said "some college;" one individual named the college
attended; three offered no response.
Survey question two asked, "Does your agency currently employ social
workers?" Eight, or 73o/o answered "no;" none answered ,,yes;,'three, or zro/o
did not answer the question at all. See Table 1.
TABLE 1
Does Agency Employ So_cial Workers
(N _ 11)
Yes
No
No response
Oo/o
7 3o/o
27o/o
(0)(8)(3)
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ln question three, respondents were asked to identify "Which
professional(s) do you find most helpful in working with parental abduction
issues?" and "Why?" Missing children's organizations were cited most
frequently (N = 3) "they are the most well trained;" along with long enforcement
(N = 3) "they are most likely to find the children." Other legal professionals such
as attorneys (N :2);courts (N 
- 
1);district attorneys (N 
- 
1); FBI (N = 1); and
investigators (N = 1) were also listed because "they help locate children;" "they
can take legal action, are familiar with Iaws and custody issues." Other victim
parents were listed twice (N 
- 
2). Reasons given were "the professional
learned from text books, not experience;" and "parents = suppoft." Only one
respondent (with a human service background) listed social workers as most
helpful because they "can assist the reunification process, pre and post
recovery." Question 3 had a total of fifteen answers; all who answered the first
part of the question also answered the second part. Three respondents did not
answer any of the question. See Table 2.
TABLE 2
Professionals Most Heloful w ith Parental Child uctions
IVI issing Children's Agencies
Police/Law Enforcement
Attorneys
Other Parents
Courts
District Attorneys
FBI
lnvestigators
Social Workers
No response
N
3
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
3
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
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ln question four, respondents were asked "Which professionals do you
find le-ast helpful?" and .Why?" Police/law enforcement were Iisted most
frequently (N = 4) which is surprising since they also received most helpful
votes by other respondents (N 
- 
3). Fleasons given were "no knowledge of
state laws;" "uninforrned about parental abductions;" and "lack of manpower."
Child protection workers were also seen as least helpful (N = 1), "Few view the
child as a victim;" as were schools (N : 1), "Very lax in response time to
information on a possible missing child. Some never respond." Other
individuals listed as least helpful were bounty hunters (N:1); hucksters (N 
- 
1);
and psychics (N 
- 
1) because "they take money, offer false hope, and produce
few results." Question four had a total of nine responses. All who answered the
first part of the question also answered the second part. Four respondents did
not answer either part of the question. See Table 3.
TABLE 3
ProfessionAls Least Helpful with Parental Child Abductions
N
Po I ice/Law E nforcement
Bounty hunters
Child protection workers
H ucksters
Psych ics
Sc hoo ls
No response
Question five asked "Do you believe that social workers are well-
informed about parental abductions?" Choices for answers were ranked:
strongly disagree, disagree, undecided, agree, and strongly agree on a Likert
scale. None of the respondents strongly agreed or agreed that social workers
(4)(1)(1)(1)(1)(1)(4)
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are well-informed, three were undecided, two disagreed, and three strongly
disagreed. The average was 2.0. Three did not answer the question at all.
See Table 4"
TABLE 4
Are Social Workers Well-informed About Parental Childjbductions
(N 
- 
11)
Pct *
Oo/o
0a/o
27o/o
180/o
27o/o
27olo
N
Strongly agree
Agree
U ndecided
Disagree
Strongly disagree
No response
(0)(0)(3)(2)(3)(3)
" Does not total 1000/o due to rounding error.
Although not seen as well-informed, five, ar 460/o of the respondents did
believe that social workers could play an important role in the prevention of
parental abductions (Question 6). Conflict resolution and medlator were listed
as primary social worker roles (N : 3), along with identifying high risk families
(N 
- 
3). Others included objective, impartial listener (N 
- 
2l; family educator
(N = 1); a help to stabilize situations (N = 1); and offering therapeutic
approaches (N 
- 
1). Two (180/o) of the respondents did not think that social
workers could play an important role in preventing child abductions. Reasons
given were: "ln our community, social workers don't have contact with families
unless child abuse is reported;" and "seldom involved with victim parents - tend
to refer to missing children organizations." Question 6 had a total of eleven
responses regarding social work roles in prevention of parental child abduction.
One respondent, (90/o) was "undecided" but noted that social workers "may
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f unction as mediators." All who answered the first part of the question also
answered the second part. Three respondents did not answer either parts of
the guestion. See Table 5 and Table B.
TABLE 5
Role.of Social Workqr-in Prevention of Parental Child Abduction
N
Conf lict Flesolutio nlMediator
ldentify High-risk Families
Objective/lmpartial Listener
Educate Families
Stabilize Situations
Therapeutic Approaches
No Response
A larger number of respondents, $even or 640/0, answered yes to
question seven: "Do you believe that social workers can play an important role
in working with left-behind families?" Roles they saw social workers playing
included making referrals for counseling, financial aid, and to missing children's
agencies (N - 4); helping to organize support (N = 2); acknowledging grief and
anger issues (N:1); assessing safety of the child (N:1); assisting with
financial issues (N:1); helping with the trauma of abduction (N 
- 
1); providing
knowledge of legal issues (N: 1); mediation between the two parents (N 
- 
1);
and facilitating parent support groups (N 
- 
1). Question seven had a total of
fourteen responses regarding social work roles important for working with left-
behind families. One respondent, or 90/o answered "r'lo" to the question
becaus€, "ln our community that would not be in their job description. I think a
counselor would be more appropriate." All who answered the the first part of
the question also completed the second part. None of the respondents selected
{3)(s)(2)(1)(1)(1)(s)
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"undecided." Three, or 27a/o of the respondents did not answer any of the
question. See Table 6 and Table 8.
TABLE 6
Flole of $qpi-a.l Worker with Left-behind Families
N
Referrals
Help Organize Support
Acknowledge Grief & Anger
Acknowledge Right to Obtain
Suppo rt
Assess Safety
Assist with Financial lssues
Help with Trauma
Knowledge of Legal lssues
Mediation
Parent Support Groups
No Response
There were also seven, or 640/o "yes" answers to question eight, "Do you
believe that social workers can play an important role in working with famities
following the child(rens) return?" Social worker roles identified were
counseling and referrals (N = 4); assisting the child with readjustment to school
and home (N = 3); assessing the safety of the child (N:2); assisting with
financial issues (N:1); helping ease the trauma (N = 1); implementing
reunification approaches (N - 1); being knowledgeable about legal issues
(N = 1); and helping to stabilize the situation (N = 1). There was a total of
fourteen responses for this question. There was also one "no" answer to this
question because "a counselor would be more appropriate." This respondent
did not identify a human service background, and also answered "no" to
question seven for the same reason. All who answered the first part of the
(
(
(
(
4
2
1
1
(1)(1)(1)(1)(1)(1)(5)
)
)
)
)
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question also answered the second part. None of the respondents selected
"undecided." Three respondents, or 27a/o did not answer any of the question.
See Table 7 and Table B.
TABLE 7
Role ef_Social Worker Afte-r. Child's Return
Counsel or Refer Family
Assist Child with Readjustment
to School & Home
Assess Safety of Child
Assist with Financial lssues
Help with Trauma
I mplement Reun ification
Approaches
Knowledge of Legal lssues
Stabilize Situation
No Flesponse
N(4)(3)
(
(
(
(
2
1
1
1
1
1
4
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
(
(
(
Yes
460/o( 5 )
Yes
640/o{ 7 }
Yes
640/o( 7 )
TABLE 8
Can Social Workers Play an lmportant Role
(N 
- 
11)
ln prevention of parental abduction?No Undecided No Response
18Vo(2) 9o/o(1) 27o/o(3)
ln working with left-behind families?
No Undecided No Flesoonse
9o/o(1) 0olo(0) 27o/a( 3 )
ln working with families after child(ren)'s return?
N o U ndecided No Fesponse9o/o(1) 0%(0) 270/o(3)
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Question nine asked respondents to identify "the most important role
social workers can play" in parental child abductions. Support for families and
children before, during, and after (N :4); referrals (N 
- 
2); safety assessments
(N : 1); assessments of the chlld's feelings (N 
- 
1); child advocate (N 
- 
1); child
protection (N 
- 
1); direct service (N = 1); knowledge of parental abduction
issues (N:1); objective party (N:1); and service to low-incorne families
(N = 1) were listed. There was a total of fourteen responses to the question.
Three respondents did not answer any of the question. See Table g.
TABLE 9
Most lmportant Role of Social Worker in Parental Child Abduction lssues
N
Family/Child Support - (4)
Before, During,
& AfterReferrals ( Z )AssessSafety (1)
Assessment of Child's ( 1 )
Feelings
Child Advocate
Child Protection
Direct Service
Knowledge of Parental
Abduction Issues
Objective Party
Services to low-income
f amilies
No Response
ln closing, two respondents also offered additional comments. "There is
so much to be learned about parental child abductions;" and "Most parents do
not have the funds to get help they need. Would like to have social workers do
some pro-bono work." A third respondent generously offered, "Good luck!"
(1)(1)(1)(1)
(1)(1)
(3)
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Discussion
Because the survey population consisted of missing children's agencies,
it was not surprising that they saw thernselves as most helpful in working with
parental child abduction issues. Since some missing children's agencies were
founded by victim parents and many are staffed by them in paid or volunteer
positions, it was also not surprising that they, too, were on the list of most
helpful- An unexpected finding of the survey was that some missing children's
agencies do not work with parental abduction issues but "specialize" in other
types of missing children issues such as stranger abductions and runaways.
Due to that, soclal workers referring families to missing children's agencies rnay
want to first get information from the National Center for Missing & Exploited
Children at 1 -800-843-5628.
Survey results indicate that social workers are perceived by missing
children's agencies as uninformed about parental child abduction issues. The
majority of respondents also believed, however, that social workers can play
varying, important roles in prevention, working with teft-behind families and with
the child and family following recovery. Respondents indicated social workers
would be most helpful during abduction and after the child's return. Findings
may also indicate that some missing children's agencies are unfamiliar with
social workers and their roles as evidenced by comments such as, "a counselor
would be more appropriate," and "ln our community, social workers don't have
contact with families unless child abuse is reported." lt was disturbing to note
that one respondent listed child protection workers as least helpful in working
with parental abduction issues because, "Few view the child as a victim." There
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was no additional information to determine what contact the respondent had
actually had with child protection.
ln any case, it may be helpful for the social work profession to educate
missing children's agencies about roles that social workers can play, and in
turn, for missing children's agencies to offer workshops or other training on
parental abductions directed toward social workers and other human service
personnel.
Compal!_son of Findinqs with Literature Review
The survey findings are consistent with the review of the literature which
indicated that social workers have not been visible in parental abduction issues.
Findings are also consistent with what the literature identified as roles that
social workers could play in working with disrupted families and with parental
abduction issues. The literature review focused more on social work prevention
efforts, although important roles with families during abduction and after the
child's return were also identified. Overall, survey respondents and the
literature review identified similar social work roles, though the literature review
produced a more comprehensive list.
Limilgtions of the Study
The generalizability of the study may be limited by my sample. The
missing children's agency personnel may not be entirely familiar with the social
work profession. Surveys were directed to one agency staff person, who may
have had differing views about social worker roles than their staff. Also, eleven
responses are not necessarily representative of all missing children's agencies.
Respondents may not be aware of social work interventions that occur outside
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of their agency; for example, counseling for families at the time of relationship
breakup. That may be one reason why fewer respondents saw social workers
playing important roles in prevention, cornpared to during abduction or after the
child's return. Respondents would probably not be aware if any abductions had
been prevented through social work interventions.
Limitations of study also included the short amount of time to carry out the
study. Pretests of the survey instrument were not done, and follow up letters or
phone calls were not made to agencies who did not return their surveys.
Another Iimitation is the low response rate that often accompanies mail surveys,
in this case, a 350/o return rate. Missing children's agencies often operate with
minimal staffing, and completing a questionnaire may not be a priority. Unlike
personal interviews, questionnaires are easy to forget to do. Standardized
questions may also be a limitation; according to patton (1997, p. 116), one of
the weaknesses of a standardized open-ended interview is "standardized
wording of questions may constrain and limit the naturalness and relevance of
questions and answers." Space was left for general comments in an attempt to
balance that.
Fl ele_vance to Fleseaf.c_h Question
Based on the study findings, implications for practice will be discussed as
proposed practice guidelines. The guidelines have been developed from a
review of the literature and from survey results in order to address the primary
research question of this thesis: what social work interventions are important to
be aware of when working with parental abduction issues?
It is suggested that the guidelines be used by social workers as they work
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with families who have experienced parental child abduction or have parental
child abduction risk factors, particularly families experiencing parental
separation or divorce. The guidelines are not necessarily linear; some may
need to be repeated at various points during the intervention. Because the
guidelines have been developed from exploratory research, it is important that
individuals or agencies using them include an evaluation of their usefulness.
Practice Guidelines for Social Workers
Know & tdentify frisk Factors
By being aware of risk factors, social workers can begin early
interventions with separating parents and possibly help to prevent parental
child abductions. Social workers should not hesitate to address parental child
abduction as a possible issue if risk factors are evident. Like suicide, asking
about it will not make it occur, but could prevent it.
To identify high risk families, social workers shoutd assess the following:
Parental child abduction occurs most frequently within a 24 month period after
the parental relationship ends (National Center for Missing & Exploited
Children, 1992). Besides the relationship breakup itself, other events that may .
trigger an abduction include filing of divorce papers; the serious emotional
involvernent or remarriage of one parent with another partner; and conflict over
child custody, child support, or visitation. Parental child abduction is more
frequently correlated with physical abuse issues, a desire for revenge and a
focus on parents'wants or needs rather than their children's. Social workers
shoutd not ignore threats of abduction made by parents. Threats may be an
indication of growing frustrations that may motivate parents to disappear with
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their children. Social workers need to remember that any child may be a victim.
Encourage Mediation
Parents caught up in the hurt and anger that often accompanies
relationship breakup may need a neutral third party, or objective, impartial
listener to assist them in conflict resolution and in fair decision-making. As
mediator, the social worker can help to stabilize situations while encouraging
parents to take the time to communicate and reach a compromise that will be
based on what is best for the child or children and meet the parents' needs.
Social workers can explore options such as joint custody with parents. lt is
important to help parents keep the focus on the chird.
Social workers should be aware of cultural and religious differences in
perceptions about divorce. Forgiveness is a universal principle that may be
incorporated into the mediation (Meierding, lgg2).
Social workers should encourage other family members such as
grandparents, aunts, uncles, and step-parents, to be involved in the mediation
wherever possible. Often family members assist abductors in hiding with
children either directly or indirectly by not telling what they know. To prevent
family participation in abductions, it is important for families to resolve any
issues they have, and for them to be aware of the impact that parental
abductions have on children. Social workers should refer families out to
another social service or mediation agency if they are unable to mediate
through their own agency.
Be Aware of LegalAspecfs
Social workers can encourage parents to get court orders defining
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custody and visitation, and to get court-ordered supervision if there are signs
that abduction is possible. Inform parents that even if they are not legally
married, they should obtain legal custody of their children. Although some
states, such as Minnesota view the unmarried mother as the custodial parent, it
is not true in every state. Removal of children to a state with different laws may
make recovery difficult without a custody order (National Center for l\Iissing and
Exploited Children, 1992).
In cases where parents have joint custody decrees, it is important that the
custody order specify which parent is to have the children at what times. Social
workers should inform parents that they may request the court to prohibit the
removal of their children from this country without their written permission or
prior court approval. lt is also important that social workers become familiar with
state, federal, and international laws.
Educate Famity Members
Education may help to prevent abductions and allow victims to regain a
feeling of control over their lives. Social workers should educate parents and
other family members, about the effects that abduction has on children and on
the whole family system.
Social workers can train children, through role play, about how to react if
abduction is attempted. They can encourage children to learn their phone
number including area code, and instruct them in how to contact their family or a
close friend. A child empowerment tool, the "Run, Yell, and Tell" coloring book
is available through Missing Children Minnesota (612) 521-1 1 88.
Social workers can educate parents about the importance of keeping a
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current l.D. folder for each of their children that includes recent, close-up
pictures and fingerprints, a complete written description of each child, including
hair and eye color, height, weight, date of birth and specific physlcal attributes.
Missing Children Minnesota provides advice on what to include; local law
enforcement agencies often offer the same service.
lf parents believe that their child is likely to be abducted, social workers
can encourage them to maintain a list of information about their former partner
that includes his or her social security number, driver's license number, car
registration number, checking and savings account numbers, and other
information that may be of assistance in locating them. Social workers can
provide families with a no-cost handbook entitled, Family Abduction: How to
Prevent an Abduction and What to Da if Your Child is Abducfed. The handbook
is available by writing to The National Center for Missing & Exploited Children's
Publication Department at 2101 Wilson Boulevard, Suite SS0, Arlington,
Virginia 22201-3052.
Where appropriate, social workers can teach parents to manage
frustration in appropriate ways through relaxation training and anger control
management. They can assist parents in recognizing patterns of victimization in
the relationship, and in developing new approaches. That may include how to
respond to threats from the other parent.
Advaeate for and Supporf the Left-Behind parent
ln the aftermath of a parental child abduction, the left-behind parent may
need an advocate familiar with legal systems and support agencies. lf
abduction occurs, social workers can support the left-behind parent through the
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process of working with law enforcement, and assist them with contacting
Missing Children Minnesota at (612) 521-1 188 or the National Center for
Missing & Exploited Children at 1-800-849-5G78.
Social workers can encourage parents to make contact with relatives,
significant friends, or persons who may be contacted by the abducting parent.
They should also encourage parents to reach out for support among their own
friends and family.
lf the left-behind parent is a male, social workers should be aware that
systems tend to hold the view that fathers are more likely to harm their children,
therefore these fathers may need the social worker to advocate for them within
the systems to get their children returned home.
M a ke A ppro pri ate Referra/s
Referrals are another important social worker intervention. ln addition to
referrals to missing children's agencies and law enforcement, social workers
can be a referral source for parents who need low cost legal assistance and/or
financial aid.
Family referrals to mental health providers are also important if the social
worker is not able to provide therapeutic counseling services.
lf support groups for parents of missing children exist in the area, referral
to one would be helpful. lf none exist, social workers may want to get one
organized and act as facilitator.
Advocate far the Child
Social workers should be assessing the safety of children as they work
with them. When abuse is suspected, social workers may become involved in
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evaluating children and in making recommendations about custody and
visitation. The social worker's role also may include testifying on behalf of
children and explaining their behavior to the courts.
Recognize Family Grief and Loss /ssues
Social workers need to recognize that children and their families will be
experiencing a whole spectrum of grief and loss issues throughout this process.
Assessment and counseling should focus on children's grief and loss issues
related to the parental break-up when that occurs, and if abducted, the many
losses and trauma associated with the experience. Play therapy may be a
helpful tool for working with young children following their return.
Left-behind siblings will have grief and loss issues related to their missing
member and the break-up of their family. They may also need to work through
issues related to why they weren't "chosen" to be abducted.
Left-behind parents need an opportunity to express a multitude of feelings
such as fear, rage, and even grief over "lost time" with their child. lt is important
that social workers address systemic concerns involving the responses of
others to enable the healing process to proceed when the child is returned.
Those systems may be numerous and could include the immediate and
extended family, schools, law enforcement, and child protection.
Supprt Reunification
After children are recovered or voluntarily returned, their entire family
system will need to redefine relationships in order to go forward with their lives.
Social workers should work with children, to reestablish relationships with all
family members, including the abducting parent if possible. They should work
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with parents, to help them define their relationships with each other and with
their children. Social workers also need to recognize the importance of
addressing children's reintegration into school and home, and be a support
through that process. Fleferrals for in-home, family centered services would be
an important resource for addressing the families' reunification needs.
Advacate for Effective Poticy
Social workers can advocate for children and families by supporting
legal and social changes that will prevent abductions or lessen their impact.
Social workers who have witnessed the impact that abduction has on families
can testify in parental child abduction cases. Social workers can also lobby,
through national and international organizations, for full implementation of the
Hague Convention.
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Conclusions and Flecommendations
Children and their families caught in the turmoil of divorce, custody
battles, and the growing problem of parental child abductions need social
workers with optimum skills and knowledge to help prevent abductions from
occurring or to ease them through each phase when abductions are not
prevented. Hegar and Greif (1991a) note that in their roles of marital counselor,
family therapist, divorce mediator, child custody evaluator, and child guidance
worker, social workers have an opportunity to make a tremendous impact on
addressing this problem.
lmplications for future research also need to be addressed. Social
workers must educate themselves and their coworkers about parental
abductions and be familiar with the laws related to it. Part of that involves
sharing through the literature what they are already doing. The NASW Code of
Ethics (1990) states that development of knowledge is the social worker's
ethical responsibility to the social work profession. "The social worker should
take responsibility for identifying, developing, and fully utilizing knowledge for
p rofessional practice."
It appears that there are a number of areas in which research is needed to
more fully address parental child abduction issues. Research about the scope
of parental child abductions in the gay and lesbian communities appears non-
existent. Also missing from the research are culture-specific strategies to
address the problem of parental child abduction. Research on the role that
battered women's shelters play in hiding mothers and children from potential
abductions is lacking and would be beneficial. Based on a respondent's
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comment, research on the role that child protection workers play in parental
abduction issues would be useful as well.
A study of social work interventions from the child and family's point of
view would help to refine the guidelines presented here. Also, do the
guidelines work? Studying social workers' impressions after using them would
help to expand or modify them. lt is hoped that the guidelines will serve as a
useful starting point to aid social workers with empowering clients experiencing
parental abduction.
Barbara S. White, former President of NASW, addressed the issue of
social workers and family not too long ago (Novernber, 1992). Her comments
sum up what I believe the role of the social worker assisting clients through this
stage of change and potential growth should be. She writes, "Our mission is to
put people who need and use our services back in control of their own lives.
Whether they tell us to or not, they need us to believe in them, to connect with
them and to struggle with them." lt seems that the welfare of our children and
their families depends upon it.
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APPEND]X A
APPLICABLE LAWS
Federal
Parental Kidnapping Prevention Act af 7980 (PKPA) (P. L. 96-61 1)
Requires the appropriate authorities of every state to enforce and not modify
custody and visitation orders made by courts exercising jurisdiction consistent
with standards set by the Act; authorizes the Federal Parent Locator Service to
act on requests from authorized persons to locate the absconding parent and
children who have been abducted or wrongfully retained; and expressly
declares the intent of Congress that the Fugitive Felon Act applies to state
felony cases involving parental kidnapping and interstate or international flight
to avoid prosecutions.
Mrssing Childrent Acf of 1982 (P. L. g7-ZgZ)
Since the enactment of this law, parents can ask their Iocal police to enter their
children's names into the National Crime lnformation Center computer and they
can verify from the police, or if necessary, from the FBI that the names of their
children are in the system.
Mrssing Children's Assrstance Act af 1gB4 (P. L.gB-473)
Authorizes the establishment of a national clearinghouse, National Center for
Missing and Exploited Children (NCMEC) to provide technical assistance to
local and state governments, law enforcement, public and private nonprofit
agencies, and individuals in locating and recovering missing children and in the
prevention, investigation, prosecution, and treatment of missing children's
cases; coordinate public and private efforts to locate, recover, or reunite missing
children with their legal custodians; operate a national toll-free hotline through
which individuals can report information on the location of missing children or
request information on procedures for reunlting children with their legal
custodians; disseminate information on innovative and model missing
children's programs, services, and legislation.
National Child Search Assrsfance Act (Crime Cantrol Actof 1990) (P.L. 101-
647)
Requires federal, state, and local law enforcement to enter reports of a missing
child less than 1B and unidentified persons in the National Crime lnformation
Center computer. The act provides for an update of records with additional
information within 60 days of the initial entry, and it provides for close
communication between law enforcement and the NCMEC for the exchange of
information and technical assistance in missing children's cases.
St ate
Uniform Child Custody Jurisdictian Act (UCCJA) (9 U. L. A. 111,1979)
Was written to eliminate moving to a state which would not recognize other
states'custody decrees. lt has been adopted, with some deviations, in every
state and the District of Columbia.
Minnesota Statutes:
Section 257.541 states that if the parents have never married and the court has
not adjudicated paternity the mother has sole legal rights to custody by law.
Section 609.26 makes parental abduction, wrongful retention and interference
with parental rights a felony in Minnesota and imposes a penalty of a prison
sentence and/or a fine.
There ts an exception: Native American lndian freseruafions are considered
soverel$rn nations, exempt from sfafe law enforcement. Some reseryaffons may
honor the UCCJA, but ofhers do not, insisting flraf custody be determined by
Tribal Code, if state custody law is not deferred to.
Conventions
Hague Convention
The Hague Convention is a treaty to deter international child abduction. The
countries that are parties to the convention have agreed that, subject to certain
lirnited exceptions and conditions, a child who is customarily resident in one
country that is a party to the Convention and who is removed to, or retained in,
another country that is party to the convention, in breach of the left-behind
parent's custody rights, shall be hastily returned to the country of habitual
residence. The convention also provides a means for helping parents to
exercise visitation rights abroad. Currently there are 30 member countries; the
United States became a member nation on July 1, 1988.
Missing Children Minnesota. (1993). Handbook for left-behind parents (draft).
Minneapolis, MN: Author.
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APPENDIX B
c.o.L.L.E.G.E
January 12, 1994
Kim Walker
10549 Oregon Circle
Bloomington MN 5543S
Dear Ms. Walker.
As Chairperson of tre Augsburg lnstitut'onal Review Board, I have reviewed and approved your
proposal, 'Parental Child Abduction: Practice Guidelines for Social Workers.' Wift his approval,
you may proceed witt your daE collstion. lf fre projed requires modification during dah collection,
please alert he IRB to such changes.
Your IRB approval number for fris project is: g+5-1.
God luck wiflr your research.
Sincerely,
.-,{rna.p
Nanry Steblay, t,
Chairperson
5t*u
Augsburg I nst'tutional Review Board
2211 Riverside Avenue. Minneapolis, MN 55454. Tel. (612) 330-1000. Fax (612) 830-1649
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APPENDIX C
QUESTIONNAIHE
What is your educational background?
Does your agency currently employ social workers?yes_ no_
Which professional(s) do you find most helpful in working with parental
abduction issues?
whv?
3
4. Which professional(s) do you find least helpful?
whv?
5
6
Do you believe that social workers are well informed about parental
abd uctio ns?
54321
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree
Do you believe that social workers can play an important role in the
prevention of parental child abduction?yes_ no_
lf yes, what can social workers do?
lf no, why not?
7 Do you believe that social workers can play an important role in working
with left-behind families?yes_ no--
lf yes, what can social workers do?
lf no, why not?
B Do you believe that social workers can play an important role in working
with families following the child(rens) return?
yes 
_ 
no
lf yes, what can social workers do?
lf no, why not?
9. What do you believe is the most important role social workers can play?
10. Comments
Thank you for yaur participation, P/ease return complefed suley by 1-31
94 to Kim Walker, tSt/U. 10549 Oregon Circle, Blaamingtan, 
^nN 
55438
APPENDIX D
Missing Children's Agencies
Attn: Executive Director
'Address
City, State Zip Code
Dear Director:
As part of my graduate social work studies at Augsburg College in Minneapolis,
Minnesota, I am inviting your agency to participate in a research study about
social worker interventions related to parental child abductions. Your agency
was selected from a list of missing children organizations in the United States.
The purpose of this study is to educate social workers about the growing
problem of parental abductions, and to develop practice guidelines for social
workers based on missing children organization's recommendations.
lf you choose to participate in the study, I ask that you fill out the enclosed
questionnaire, and mail it in the self-addressed, stamped envelope that has
been included. ln order to maintain an adequate sample size, I ask that you
return your questionnaire by 1-31-1994. Your survey may also be faxed to me
at (S12) BB5-2419, however I cannot assure confidentiality of your answers with
this method.
There are no foreseeable risks in participating in this study. The benefit of
participating is that your expertise will be used to develop strategies for social
workers who are working with high risk families or with those in which abduction
has already occurred. ln addition, it is likely that soclal workers, through a new
awareness of your programs, will make more referrals to missing children
agencies.
Your participation in this study is entirely voluntary and participation through
your responses, or non participation, will in no way effect future relations with
me or with Augsburg College. Flespondents will not be identified by name or
agency. Survey results will be reported in my thesis.
Thank you for your assistance. If you have any questions, you may contact me
during daytime hours at (612) 885-2262, and in the evening at (612) 941-1092.
Kim Walker, LSW
10549 Oregon Circle
Bloomington, MN 55438
APPENDIX E
GLOSSARY
Abducted child: a child who has been wrongfully taken, kept or concealed by
the abductor parent. Also referred to as victim child.
Abductar parent: a parent who wrongfully takes, keeps, or conceals a child.
Custadial parent: a parent who has been awarded sole or joint custody by a
court.
Custody determinatian: a court order awarding custody rights (including joint
custody) and visitation. Also called cusfody decree or cusfody order.
Joint cusfodran; a parent who has been awarded joint or shared custody by a
court.
Nan cusfodkl parent: a parent who has not been awarded custody rights or
who has been awarded visitation rights by a court.
Parentat child abduction: taking, keeping, or concealing, without permission, a
child by a parent or person acting on behalf of the parent. Also called child
snatching, child abduction, cu$fodiat interference, parental kidnappin$, or family
kidnapping.
Sfafe clearinghouse.' a state agency that keeps records of missing children and
may assist law-enforcement agencies in trying to recover missing children.
Temparary custody: limited legal custody. A judge may issue a temporary
custody order before she or he has had the benefit of hearing the full case from
both parents, or after a trial, but with the expectation of reviewing the custody
decision in the near future.
Left-behind parent: a parent from whom the child has been wrongfully taken,
kept, or concealed. Also called the searching parent or victim parent.
Missing Children Minnesota. (1993). Handbook for left-behind parents (draft).
Minneapolis, MN: Author.
Augsburg Collogd \,
George Sverdrup tlbEfi
Minneopotis, MN 55454
